ABSTRACT Based on an ethnographic study of fingerprint and DNA evidence practices in the Swedish judicial system, this article analyzes the materialization of forensic evidence. It argues that forensic evidence, while popularly understood as firmly rooted in materiality, is inseparably technoscientific and cultural. Its roots in the material world are entangled threads of matter, technoscience, and culture that produce particular bodily constellations within and together with a particular sociocultural context. Forensic evidence, it argues further, is co-materialized with crimes as well as with particular bodily and social constellations. Consequently, the article suggests that an analysis of how forensic evidence is produced can contribute to feminist understandings of the inseparability of sex and gender: understanding bodies as ongoing technoscientific-materialcultural practices of materialization may be a fruitful approach to analysing their complexity, and the relationships in which they are placed, without surrendering to either cultural or biological determinism.
ethnographic material from the Swedish judicial system. I have interviewed and followed crime scene officers, forensic laboratory staff, police detectives, and prosecutors working with forensic evidence. As all ethnographic material, the data collected in this study is local, contingent on particular circumstances and a particular judicial system. However, the questions and thoughts that can be raised based on this local material are relevant in a wider context. Through fingerprint and DNA evidence, I will argue that, rather than making use of the body's materiality, forensic science, together with law enforcement and legal practices, materializes the (criminal) body at the same time as it establishes the connection between a particular body and a particular crime scene. Consequently, I will argue, materiality is an activity rather than an intrinsic quality. More than that, it is an activity that involves not only matter but also technology, as well as both technoscientific and other cultural practices, resulting in forensic evidence that is inseparably material, technological, and cultural. I will argue that bodies can be understood as continuously materialized through material-technoscientific-cultural practices, comaterialized with subject positions and social contexts.
Through my analysis of materializing bodies in forensics, I shall suggest that current feminist materialist endeavours to conceptualize sexed embodiment as non-deterministic processes, could be enriched by reflecting on analogies to the material-technoscientific-cultural practices involved in the production of forensic evidence. Taking my theoretical point of departure not only in an STS-informed approach, but also in material feminist theorizations (Butler 1993 , Grosz 1994 , Barad 1996 , Birke 1999 , Alaimo and Hekman 2002 , I shall, moreover, underline that the theoretical conversations across borders of feminist theory and STS that I suggest here, should be understood as a two-way-communication where the two fields contribute mutually to each other.
Thinking about bodies
Feminist discussions of the body often point to how biological bodies have been used as a justification for social and cultural ordering, for example through 'the fragility, unreliability, or biological closeness to nature attributed to the female body and the subordinate character attributed to women on account of the close connections between female psychology and biology. Women have been objectified and alienated as social subjects partly through the denigration and containment of the female body' (Grosz, 1994: xiv) .
In other words, bodies -ostensibly imperturbable 'facts' of 'nature' -are being set in direct correlation to social relationships, be they between sexes, classes, or races. Hence, it is not surprising that discussions of materiality have been avoided as carrying the 'taint' of biological determinism in favour of focusing on how concepts of bodies are socially and culturally constructed (cf Alaimo and Hekman, 2002) . However, as Lynda Birke argues, since bodies 'become categorised through the language of biomedicine', biology should be taken 'more seriously' (Birke, 1999: 20) ; and several scholars point to the inseparability of the discursive and the material (Barad, 2007; Butler, 1993; Grosz, 1994) , emphasizing that 'different procedures of corporeal inscription do not simply adorn or add to a body that is basically given through biology; they help constitute the very biological organization of the subject' (Grosz, 1994: 142) .
One way of taking bodies seriously without succumbing to either radical constructionism or determinism is to analyse how bodies are made, that is, shaped and known. Diets (e.g. Popenoe, 2004 ) and plastic surgery (e.g. Brush, 1998; Kaw, 1993) , for example, quite tangibly shape material -as well as gendered, racialized and classed, to name but a few -bodies. To use Judith Butler's terms, the body, and in particular the sexed body, can be seen as a materialization of cultural norms (Butler, 1993: 2) . She argues, '... "sex" is an ideal construct which is forcibly materialized through time. It is not a simple fact or static condition of a body, but a process whereby regulatory norms materialize "sex" and achieve this materialization through a forcible iteration of those norms. ' Butler, 1993: 1-2) Butler posits that it is impossible to separate the material body from cultural norms. Her argument is that the body is a materialization of cultural norms, thus 'to invoke matter is to invoke a sedimented history of sexual hierarchy and sexual erasures' (Butler, 1993: 49) . However, Butler's materialization goes further than reshaping already existing bodies into better accordance with cultural norms. Rather, she argues, it is through these norms that bodies are moulded into their material shape. Karen Barad's framework of agential realism (Barad, 1996 (Barad, , 1998 (Barad, , 2007 ) is a way of thinking about this inseparability of the material and the sociocultural. Barad argues that it is impossible to separate epistemology and ontology, or the observer and the observed. Instead of an observer gazing at 'nature' (for example bodies) Barad sees an apparatus -consisting of bodies, technologies, norms, ideas -that produces a phenomenon: 'the place where matter and meaning meet' (Barad, 1996: 185) . In this, the parts of the apparatus do not pre-exist but are produced during the process, intra-action in Barad's words, a term that draws attention to the inseparability of the parts of the apparatus (Barad, 2007: 132ff) . In other words, knowledge, observers, instruments, and observed are enacted and shaped through practices in intra-action, as parts of phenomena. This does not mean that relationships between those forms of agency inevitably have to be symmetrical and harmonious (Barad, 1996: 188) . Since, for example, humans 'do the representing' (Barad, 1996: 181) , that is, tell the stories about nature, these relationships can and do contain considerable asymmetry. In the case of forensic evidence, it is also humans who decide which forms of materialization are desirable and acceptable. 3 Consequently, bodies do not exist as a given, but are continuously materialized in 'an iteratively intra-active process whereby material-discursive bodies are sedimented out of the intra-action of multiple material-discursive apparatuses through which these phenomena (bodies) become intelligible' (Barad, 1998: 108; italics in original) implies a different relationship between material bodies and society. Rather than regarding biological bodies as a justification for social order and norms, these norms then are part of materializing the very bodies that are used to justify them.
Bodies in criminal justice are also both material and sociocultural at the same time. They leave behind traces which can be used by law enforcement and the courts to determine who has committed a particular crime, but, contrary to popular portrayals, 5 traces at crime scenes do not speak for themselves. In order to be usable as evidence with which to achieve criminal convictions, these traces have to be processed in a number of different ways through specific specializations, competencies, and practices. Thus, forensic evidence can be understood as a phenomenon in Barad's sense of the term. It is produced by an apparatus that involves traces, bodies (and not only criminal ones), forensic technologies and practices, law and legal practices, as well as less specialized cultural understandings. Instead of speaking about the body's materiality, it appears more appropriate to speak about its materialization. In her words, 'materialization is not only a matter of how discourse comes to matter but also of how matter comes to matter' (Barad, 1998: 108). It is thus through the (forensic) apparatus that forensic evidence is produced and, thus, bodies are materialized. I shall now look at my ethnographic material from the Swedish judicial system through the lens of these feminist theories of materialization.
Producing forensic evidence: A chain of transformations
In Sweden, the path which traces follow through the judicial system is called 'the legal chain', evoking (perhaps unintentionally) associations of a cast-iron linkage between crime scene and conviction. This legal chain, in its ideal form, begins with a police patrol arriving at the scene of the reported crime, and it ends with the final verdict. In everyday practice, there are variations to this model. Not all crime reports lead to a criminal investigation, some investigations never lead to an indictment, and not all verdicts are appealed against. In addition, the involved actors may vary with the crime; for example, in serious crimes, the crime scene is examined by specialized crime scene officers, whereas this task may be performed by a police patrol in common crimes, so-called volume crimes. This article will not discuss details of these variations but will focus on forensic evidence under ideal circumstances, that is, 'successful' materializations.
What is typically emphasized about the legal chain is the linkage between 'the first police officer on the spot' and 'the final verdict', a bond that, on closer inspection, is made up by a number of links or agents. As traces from crime scenes are moved through this chain, they undergo multiple transformations. The crime scene is reduced to traces, whose matter then is transformed into information. This information is compared to other information, and the result reported in standardized expert statements -the forensic evidence. Together with other pieces of evidence, for example witness accounts, this evidence is then fashioned into narratives about a course of events and translated into legal categories of culpability. These transformations are accomplished by an apparatus of actors, instruments, and understandings that produce the phenomenon of forensic evidence and thus actively materialize (criminal) bodies as well as crimes, establishing rather than discovering the connection between a particular body and a particular crime. The following analysis will focus on the chain of transformations for fingerprint and DNA evidence. Both are widely known and practised technologies and, more importantly, both are used to connect particular bodies to particular crime scenes.
Traces
The first step of producing forensic evidence is to find and collect relevant and promising traces from the crime scene. This assumes that there are traces to be found and collected, however, traces that can be turned into evidence are not a matter of course. Criminals can (and often do) wear gloves, which prevent leaving fingerprints; not everyone's touch leaves equally distinct traces; nor do all surfaces receive and retain fingerprints, and sufficiently clear fingerprints at that, equally well. Conversely, traces that contain DNA are not rare. Expelling tiny droplets of saliva when speaking, or shedding skin cells leave traces that contain DNA. The difficulty is finding these traces and avoiding their contamination with other DNA.
In order to work reasonably efficiently, the crime scene officers must assess which surfaces or objects are likely to carry and retain traces from the crime, and ideally only from the crime.
Finding these traces is not always easy, as they often are invisible to the unaided eye; technologies such as ultraviolet light which causes body fluids (which typically contain a lot of DNA) to fluoresce or fingerprint powders are an integral part of crime scene examinations.
The traces do not only have to be left and found to become evidence, they also have to be collected in a way that renders them analysable: fingerprints must not be smudged or obscured, body fluids must not be contaminated. 6 The collected traces must also be documented and packaged in a way that allows them to be transported to the laboratory without putting them at risk of deterioration, cross-contamination, and mix-ups. This requires skill as well as experience, in addition to the appropriate equipment.
In other words, while traces from a presumptive crime scene may be material traces, it requires human skill, experience, and interpretation as well as technological equipment to find and collect them. They must be actively and correctly entered into the legal chain in order to be able to become evidence. Material bodies both enable producing the phenomenon and offer resistance to it, for example in leaving or not leaving usable fingerprints or threatening contamination.
Results
The laboratory analysis 7 then transforms these traces into information. Apart from laboratory protocols designed to prevent deterioration, contamination, cross-contamination, and mix-ups, this transformation differs between DNA and fingerprint traces. DNA analysis is quite automated -the laboratory routinely handles large numbers of traces, extracting DNA from them and creating profiles of this DNA, a large part of which is done by instruments and computers.
A DNA profile does not contain information from the entire genome; in Sweden, it (currently) contains information from ten so-called loci as well as information about genetic sex. These loci are 'sections' of the genome that are not assumed to code for any proteins, so-called 'junk DNA' without any discernible function in which mutations, and thus genetic diversity, accumulate. This diversity consists of varying numbers of short, repeated sequences. The laboratory can 'measure' the number of these repetitions. As every person inherits each locus twice (one from each parent), such a DNA profile thus consists of a string of 20 figures and a sex marker. 8 This profile can then easily be stored and compared to other profiles in databases, either from DNA collected from suspects or from other crime scenes.
Fingerprint analysis is much less automated. Specialized fingerprint examiners compare the fingerprints from the crime scene with fingerprints from suspects. They scrutinize enlarged images of the fingerprints on a computer screen, looking for and marking out so-called details in the lines, such as lines that stop or bifurcate. When there is no suspect, the fingerprints from the crime scene are run against the police's fingerprint database, which returns a number of suggestions. These suggestions -or, in the case of a known suspect, their fingerprints -are then manually compared with the fingerprints from the crime scene one by one. 9 What makes this comparison demanding is, according to the examiners, that fingers are soft and pliable, and thus no two prints made by the same finger are ever exactly identical.
Based on the premise that every fingerprint is unique (see Cole, 2001 Cole, , 2009 for a critical discussion), in fingerprint evidence a match between a fingerprint from a crime scene and that from a suspect is taken to indicate that the suspect left the fingerprint at the crime scene. A DNA match, however, does, contrary to popular narrative, not mean that the suspect is the only possible source of the trace at the crime scene. As DNA profiles do not cover all genes but only a limited number of loci, there is the -albeit very small -possibility that several individuals might share the same DNA profile. Consequently, a match between two DNA samples is extremely probable when both come from the same source and very unlikely when they do not. Accordingly, the Swedish National Laboratory of Forensic Science, like many international counterparts (see for example Halfon, 1998: 808-811; Lynch et al, 2008: ch 5; M'charek, 2000: 131-135) , not only reports DNA analysis results as a match (or a mismatch), but also reports how 'valuable' a match is.
A full profile match, for example, is reported as 'practically impossible' to obtain if the trace was left by someone else than the suspect, usually termed a random member of the population.
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In other words, the laboratory's statement is solely about the analysis result; what the result implies about whether or not the suspect can reasonably be concluded to be the source of the DNA recovered from the crime scene is left for the court to decide. These results are reported in expert statements that move on through the legal chain, that is, to the police and from there to the prosecution, the defence and the courts, where they will be combined with other evidence in the case.
Thus, forensic evidence is not only dependent on procedures of collecting and preserving.
Fingerprints or DNA recovered from crime scenes are useless on their own, they require samples from suspects that they can be compared to. These samples are contingent on practices of finding these (potential) suspects. Furthermore, the transformation of traces into information involves different interpretations, made through the intra-action of forensic scientists, instruments, implements, and concepts of human bodies.
Evidence
An expert statement, however, does not make a conviction. Laboratory results must be assessed, evaluated and, together with the other evidence, transformed into a verdict by the courts. In this, the results' validity itself is usually uncontested in Swedish courts. Both fingerprint and DNA evidence are usually invoked in the form of the laboratory's written expert statement -perhaps at least in part because Sweden does not employ juries, and thus the judges and lay assessors who return the verdict have accumulated a professional attitude to the kinds of forensic evidence that are routinely used. In addition, both prosecution, defence, and court assume that the laboratory has done its job well and produced reliable results.
What is, however, frequently contested and disputed is what the expert statement means for the defendant's culpability in the alleged crime. A fingerprint, for example, may have ended up at the crime scene without connection to the crime; cigarette ends and beverage containers that carry DNA can be planted at a crime scene. Furthermore, what a fingerprint or DNA match can be concluded to confirm is a defendant's presence at a crime scene, not what they were doing there and whether these actions can be categorized as a crime. 11 Thus, at least in Sweden, forensic evidence by itself cannot bring about a conviction, it needs a context -typically provided by witness and other accounts. Accordingly, trial proceedings revolve around which conclusions can be drawn or, in legal terms, whether or not the prosecution can prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant is guilty of a particular crime. In this, narratives -from defendants, plaintiffs and witnesses -usually make up the main evidence. Forensic evidence is supporting evidence, used as a tool to assess its reliability and thus to strengthen or weaken an account. Both prosecution and defence present their own and contest the other side's versions, offering the court their set of conclusions about the defendant's culpability. In similar fashion to that described by Anthony Amsterdam and Jerome Bruner (2000) for courts in the US, they engage in the telling of stories and counter-stories when presenting their cases. These stories can be very different, drawing on distinct, well-known types of explanations and thus creating different understandings of the defendants' actions. For example, a violent death can be rendered as cold-blooded murder, a madperson's act under hallucinations, a robbery gone wrong, self-defence, or a tragic accident -all of them culturally recognizable understandings with which to attribute meaning to a death. They also have corresponding legal meanings of culpability; madpersons cannot be held responsible for their actions, and killing in self-defence may be lawful, but a cold-blooded murder or a robbery gone wrong are crimes -albeit different ones -for which a defendant will be held responsible.
While legal experts are aware that people do not always behave reasonably or even similarly, notions of how a robber, murderer, or accident victim reasonably 12 behaves and which conclusions can thus reasonably be drawn are one resource in assessing evidence -after all, the court cannot know what 'really happened', what is put before them is all there is. What makes forensic evidence valuable to the judicial system is not that it can prove culpability -as discussed, it cannot -but that it can be used as a tool with which to assess other evidence in a case and to thus navigate the uncertainty of being unable to know what 'really happened'.
In other words, in order for traces from crime scenes to be transformed into forensic evidence, that is, something that contributes to determining culpability, laboratory results must be interpreted. This implies that forensic laboratory results may not be as immutable as they are popularly described. They do not transport ready-made meaning from the crime scene to the laboratory to the courtroom but are infused with (legal) meaning upon their arrival. It is only through interpretation with the help of both specifically legal, and more general cultural categories and concepts of behaviour, that traces from crime scenes are transformed from laboratory results into forensic evidence.
The transformations that the traces undergo illustrate that the seemingly simple connection between a body at a crime scene and the evidence that can lead to the body's owner being convicted is far from being straightforward. The materiality of fingerprint and DNA evidence is a materiality that is inseparably both material and discursive, made up of intertwined matter and meaning.
There is no doubt that matter is an important factor in producing forensic evidence; without bodily traces such as fingerprints or body fluids at crime scenes, there could not be any fingerprint or DNA evidence. However, forensic evidence is far from directly rooted in an immediate bodily materiality. This is not to say that the connection between bodies and evidence is spurious, quite the contrary. The connection is so solid precisely because it is made solid. In this, forensic evidence has intriguing parallels to the sexed bodies discussed by Butler and Grosz: material-discursive practices materialize and solidify bodies or evidence as tangible phenomena. In addition, neither sex nor forensic evidence could be meaningful without being (also) discursive.
Materializing bodies and persons
Analogous to analysing 'what gender does rather than what it is' (Franklin et al, 2000: 7;  italics in original), it is useful to ask what forensic evidence does rather than what it is: Its most evident effect is materializing criminal bodies through being used as stand-ins for bodies that are part of criminal persons. Parts of bodies -in forensic science, DNA profiles or fingerprints, in other contexts, body parts, cell counts (see Martin, 1990) , chromosomes, or hormones (see Oudshoorn, 1994) -are placed in a synecdochical 13 relationship as stand-ins for complete bodies. A match with a DNA sample from a crime scene indicates a possibly criminal body whose owner will be asked for an explanation. More than that, the body is materialized in line with the law -through, for example, the definition of which parts of the genome are included into a DNA profile and which are not. The forensic apparatus does not materialize whole bodies through making forensic evidence, but particular bodily constellations -for example, fingerprints or DNA profiles -that are regarded as relevant to solving crimes. A fingerprint or DNA profile becomes a stand-in for a complete body and, in extension, a whole person; it is not an uncommon wording to refer to people (and not their profiles or fingerprints) as being in a database. In other words, persons become matter becomes data (cf Waldby, 2000) . Instead of (biological) reductionism of a person to a sexed body, forensic evidence reduces the person to a body that leaves traces. It is the body with its treacherous materiality that can be put under surveillance and that thus can betray the person.
Materializations of bodies are widely connected to very different parts of society. That is, a criminal or sexed (or racialised or classed) body does not become so by virtue of a laboratory result alone, but by the meanings intertwined with it. For example, a chromosome test materializes not only the chromosome itself, but simultaneously a sexed (or ambiguous) person; a fingerprint match may materialize a suspect. Both can with Butler be called 'forcibly materialized' through 'highly regulated practices' (Butler, 1993: 1) . In this, both materializations bring about repercussions for the respective bodies' inhabitants, mandating, instigating, inhibiting, or prohibiting actions and, with them, particular subject positions.
Co-materializations
Producing forensic evidence does not only materialize criminal bodies, however. At the same time, the forensic apparatus also materializes the crime and, with it, the victim. In accordance with the presumption of innocence -a suspect or defendant is considered innocent until proven guilty -, an action cannot be called a crime before a conviction; and without a crime, there cannot be a victim.
This does not mean, of course, that not yet convicted (or, for that part, acquitted) suspects never are called criminals or that people cannot feel like crime victims without someone being convicted.
However, legally, an action is not a crime until and unless a court has pronounced a conviction.
Hence, there can be no legal repercussions, such as a sentence for the offender or damages paid to the victim, without a conviction. Thus, a crime is materialized alongside a criminal body 14 through an apparatus of technology, technoscientific and legal practices as well as other sociocultural practices of creating meaning.
This materialization is, of course, not always successful. It may be impossible to recover or analyse traces, the evidence that is produced may be deemed by the court to allow for reasonable doubt, or the police investigation may lead to the conclusion that, contrary to first impressions, no crime has been committed. Failure to materialize does not, however, mean that the legal system malfunctions; on the contrary, the possibility of failure is an essential part of the legal system. After all, a legal system that equates suspicion with conviction, thereby eliminating the requirement of evidence and its examination by the courts, would not make for a very just criminal justice.
The forensic apparatus has effects that spread beyond the immediate case, as well. Wider organized practices of accumulating fingerprints and DNA-profiles in databases also create a mass of potentially criminal bodies when convicts' fingerprints and DNA-profiles are stored in databases and suspects' DNA-profiles are run against DNA traces recovered from other crime scenes. These digitalized and fragmented bodies are thus part of a larger biopolitical apparatus of a form of governmental surveillance of fluid populations based on the material-semiotics of DNA databases (for example, Braidotti et al, 2009 ).
Discussions of such biopolitics, inspired by Michel Foucault's conceptualization, often draw attention to the imbalance of power between the state and the individual -whose body, furthermore, may be made to betray her or him to the state. When it comes to forensic evidence, especially DNA evidence, there is considerable concern that this imbalance leads to social inequalities being reinforced as already marginalized groups may be subject to power to a larger extent than others (Duster, 2006) . There are also concerns about loss of (genetic) privacy (Dahl and Saetnan, 2009; Noble, 2006; Rothstein and Talbott, 2006) , for example in the possibility of socalled familial searches, that is, searching DNA databases for profiles that, as partial matches, indicate a genetic relationship to the DNA found at a crime scene. 15 In this way, surveillance can be extended to persons outside of the database -and the stored DNA-profiles be made to stand in for an even wider bodily materiality, creating more potential criminal bodies.
That DNA profiles can very easily be stored in databases and thus accessed and compared automatically (on a scale that is currently not possible with, for example, fingerprints), augments the imbalance between the person and the state. In other words, bodies forensically materialized as fragmented entities where the part stands for the whole, can be part of what Nikolas Rose and Carlos Novas have theorized as 'biological citizenship', that is, conceptualizing citizens in biological terms (Rose and Novas, 2005, see further Åsberg and Lum, 2009) . These biopolitics have advantages as well as disadvantages, such as contributing to solving crimes on the one hand and reinforcing inequalities on the other, issues that must be (and are) discussed.
Still, forensic evidence, with the concerns and expectations it arouses, also points to society's giving precedence to matter over meaning. However, this understanding of forensic evidence neglects and underestimates its discursive dimension and with it the mutability of meaning of, for example, the expert statements that are transformed into this evidence. Regarding forensic evidence as solidly rooted in matter may lead to overconfidence in its immutability and its ability to provide impartial and certain knowledge. The concerns voiced about forensic evidence are indeed relevant, but it should be as relevant to pay attention to how and through which apparatus forensic evidence is produced, that is, within which judicial and political system and through which practices, and what is co-produced in the process, that is, which bodies, crimes, and societies. For example, kinship may be reduced to genetic kinship at the expense of other forms of affinity.
Similarly, treating citizens as a gene pool (Rose and Novas, 2005) may impede or even exclude other understandings. This is especially salient as forensic evidence, not least through popular fictional television shows, has become part of what Sarah Franklin calls 'the genetic imaginary' (Franklin, 2000: 198) , a realm of imagining and thinking about life itself in its genetic articulations. Franklin argues that is impossible to extricate life itself from the stories we tell about it. Thus, the stories we tell about bodies and, in extension, persons through the production and use of forensic evidence are part of the apparatus that produces bodies and personhoods, a forensic imaginary so to speak.
Entanglements
Apart from the forensic imaginary, the forensic apparatus can also contribute to feminist materialist understandings of bodies. Forensic evidence, taken seriously, points to the inseparable entanglements (cf Barad, 2007) of the material and the discursive in its everyday practices. Thus, analyzing the forensic apparatus can contribute to understandings of the inseparability of, for example, sex and gender. This contribution is largely indirect. Although DNA evidence materializes sex as essentially an additional distinguishing marker (fingerprints are 'sexless'), sex is determined and may be remarked upon when DNA indicates a different sex than that expected from the type of crime. In this, particular notions of sex and gender are set in relation to each other: DNA evidence materializes genetic sex, not sex through hormones, body parts, or brain structure (cf Åsberg, 2009 ). This genetic sex seems to be strongly connected to gender in terms of notions that, e.g., violent crimes are predominantly committed by men, who are discursively constructed as carriers of particular genetic markers and of less inhibitions in terms of acting violent vis-à-vis others. Such connections between men and certain crimes appear to be taken for granted; thus, unexpected female profiles are explicitly commented on, but not (expected) male ones. It is also interesting to note that these connections appear to be attributed to gender rather than sex. The comments are often accompanied by remarks that more and more women are committing 'masculine' crimes.
The material-discursive parts entangled in 'forensic sex' -genetic markers, understandings of violence, crime and gender, crime statistics, society's understandings and treatment of male and female suspects and offenders -might possibly be disentangled, at least partly. However, when it comes to forensic evidence itself, the material and the discursive are entangled more tightly. DNA evidence (and perhaps in the future also fingerprint evidence) is probabilistic and forensic scientists emphasize that they cannot deliver a definite answer as to whose DNA was found at a crime scene. Whether a match indicates that (for example) a bloodstain at a crime scene was left by a suspect and whether this, furthermore, has implications for her or his culpability, is consciously left for the court to decide. Forensic science, by calculating probabilities, delivers only a base for the court's decision.
In other words, a close look at the forensic apparatus makes it transparent how matter and meaning together produce a tangible, solid phenomenon such as forensic evidence. The traces' path from crime scenes through the legal chain, where the phenomenon is produced gradually and in different places with different parts of the apparatus, makes it possible to see the entanglements that materialize forensic evidence as both material and discursive, outside the reach of the nature/culture dichotomy (cf Åsberg, 2009 ). In similar, although perhaps not as ordered and transparent fashion, it should be possible to track how sex and sexed bodies are produced as inextricably material-discursive.
Conclusions
I have argued that, rather than granting access to a purely material world, the forensic apparatus materializes forensic evidence which in turn materializes bodies and persons, both by standing in for particular bodies and by contributing to the forensic imaginary. In other words, the making and maintaining of material-discursives is an ongoing, active process, oscillating between entities and 'bits of life' (cf Smelik and Lykke, 2008) . Thus, discussions of materialities should rather be discussions of materializations, and materiality should be considered an activity rather than a quality.
With the help of Barad's agential realism, it is possible to discuss the inseparability of matter and meaning, culture and nature, or mind and body without evoking determinism. On the contrary, abandoning a presupposed dichotomy of the material and the cultural and instead examining in which ways they, together with technology, materialize into -for example -forensic evidence, makes it possible to understand materialities, their production, and, consequently, their role in society without surrendering to either cultural or biological determinism.
This also suggests an expanded view of bodies as inseparably material-technoscientificcultural -they can include a laboratory across the country or the globe, as well as cultural understandings about genes, bodies, and personhood and how they are related. Not only are material(ized) bodies materialized through fragments that are made to represent a whole -for example, as criminal bodies through DNA evidence or as sexed bodies through chromosomes, body parts, or hormones -but they are also materialized as inseparably material, technological, and cultural phenomena in a particular society by an extensive and intricate apparatus. It will be relevant to analyse everyday material-technoscientific-cultural practices of materializing, for example sexed, classed, or racialised bodies, in order to understand both the concrete apparati that materialize these bodies and the phenomena that they co-materialize. I hope that the approach I have explored here that merges feminist materialist theoretizations of bodies, in particular, Karen Barad's agential realism, with an STS-informed analysis of technoscientific practices in crime investigation can inspire further work along these lines.
